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T HE STM HAS PROVEN A VALUABLE

tool under ultrahigh vacuum (UHV)
conditions for the atomic resolution

imaging ofsemiconductor, layered semimet-
al, and metal surfaces (1, 2). The application
of the STM as an in situ probe of surface
stmcture in heterogeneous catalytic and
electrochemical systems requires that the
technique be capable ofimaging atomic and
molecular adsorbates on metal surfaces at
atmospheric pressure or in solution or both.
Detailed information about adsorbate-sub-
strate bonding, interadsorbate interactions,
surface defects, surface diffusion, surface
chemical reactions, and interfacial electron-
transfer probabilities are some of the poten-
tial benefits of STM imaging.
The advantages ofthe UHV environment

for atomic-scale imaging include the ability
to prepare well-defined metal surfaces by a

variety of means (3) and to prepare single
atom probe tips by field emission (4, 5);
however, even with these advantages, there
have been only a few examples of atomic-
scale imaging of adsorbate-covered metal
surfaces in UHV (6, 7). The recent imaging
of a carbon monoxide-benzene mixed adlat-
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tice on a Rh(l11) surface in UHV has
regenerated hope that the STM can be used
to study atomic and molecular adsorbates
(7).

In contrast to the UHV environment, the
majority of atomic resolution studies in the
air and liquid environments of importance
to catalysis and electrochemistry have been
limited to the layered semimetals such as

graphite (2, 8-10), which can be cleaved in
air to form flat, ordered, well-defined sur-

faces. The only exceptions to this rule are

reports describing the imaging in air of a

hexagonal Au lattice on Au-coated mica
substrate (11) and barrier height images of
sulfur on Mo (12). The imaged Au surface
was shown to have a substantial unchar-
acterized carbon contamination. Barrier
height images ofsulfur on Mo(001) showed
a characteristic p(l x 2) structure; however,
the quality of the images was poor, prevent-
ing assignment of the sulfur adsorption
sites. Solution studies of metal surfaces have
been limited to examination ofterrace struc-
tures (13, 14).

In order to probe the limits of resolution
that the STM can be expected to yield in air
and ultimately in solution, we have exam-

ined iodine-dosed Pt single crystals. The
choice of iodine adsorption on Pt as an

initial system to study originates in its his-

torical importance to the electrochemistry of
well-defined surfaces (15). We also wanted
to determine whether STM imaging in air
can provide a more detailed understanding
of Pt-I bonding interactions than has been
obtained from extensive investigations of
this system with LEED (low-energy elec-
tron diffraction), AES (Auger electron spec-

troscopy), SEXAFS (surface-extended x-ray

absorption fine structure), and electrochem-
ical measurements.
A brief review of previous surface analyti-

cal studies on this same system is desirable.
Dosing of Pt(111) with iodine in UHV
leads to the formation of two possible unit
cells (16, 17), (V3 x V3-), 01 = 0.33 (struc-
ture 1), and (V7 x V7'), 0I = 0.43 (struc-
ture 2). Adsorption of iodine from a 10-3M
KI solution leads to the formation of
(3 x 3), 01 = 0.44 unit cell (structure 3)
(18). Indirect evidence from electrochemical
characterization indicates that it is possible
to form both structures 2 and 3 by anneal-
ing the surface in a H2 flame and cooling it
in a I2-N2 carrier gas stream (19). This latter
procedure was developed as a means of
preparing well-defined platinum surfaces for
further electrochemical studies. Silver un-

derpotential deposition (UPD) on surfaces
prepared by this methodology displays the
same current versus potential behavior as

surfaces prepared in UHV (20). The silver
UPD results suggest that the iodine dosing
procedure can be used as replacement for
the UHV ion bombardment and annealing
procedure. All of the STM images we pre-

sent were obtained on surfaces prepared
through this non-UHV methodology (21).
The Pt(1 11) surface was cleaned and or-

dered in an atmosphere containing iodine
(19, 20) in an apparatus equivalent to that
described by Zurawski et al. (19). The io-
dine-dosed surfaces were electrochemically
characterized with a Bioanalytical Systems
CV-27 and reproduced published cyclic
voltammograms of iodine-dosed Pt(1 11)
surfaces (16, 19). The surface was imaged
with a Nanoscope II (Digital Instruments,
Santa Barbara, California) (22). The crystal
was always oriented on the STM such that
the rows of Pt atoms would be at angles of
-30°, 30°, and 900 relative to the x-axis of
the microscope scanner. A consistent and
defined orientation of the crystal on the
microscope stage greatly aided in image
interpretation.
As received from Johnson Matthey, the

polished face of the Pt(111) crystal was

quite rough (60-nm vertical corrugation in a

200-nm scan range). No terrace structure
was observable in the STM images. This
result was not surprising, as a newly pol-
ished single crystal generally requires several
days of ion bombardment and annealing in

SCIENCE, VOL. 243

Atomic Resolution Imaging of Adsorbates on Metal
Surfaces in Air: Iodine Adsorption on Pt(111)
BRUCE C. SCHARDT,* SHUEH-LIN YAU, FRANK RINALDI

The adsorption of iodine on platinum single crystals was studied with the scanning

tunneling microscope (STM) to define the limits of resolution that can be obtained
while imaging in air and to set a target resolution for STM imaging of metal surfaces
immersed in an electrochemical cell. Two iodine adlattice unit cells ofslightly different
iodine packing density were clearly imaged: (/ x \7/) R19.1°-I, surface coverage 0,
= 3/7; and (3 x 3)-I, 01 = 4/9. The three iodine atoms in the (V7- x V7-) unit cell
form a regular hexagonal lattice interatomic distance d1 = 0.424 nanometer, with two
atoms adsorbed in threefold hollow sites and one atom adsorbed at an atop site. The
(3 x 3) unit cell showed two different packing arrangements ofthe four iodine atoms
exit. In one ofthe (3 x 3) structures, the iodine atoms pack to form a hexagonal lattice,
d, = 0.417 nanometer, with three ofthe iodine atoms at twofold adsorption sites and
one atom at an atop site. Another packing arrangement ofiodine into the (3 x 3) unit
cell was imaged in which the iodine atoms are not arranged symmetrically.
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UHV to obtain a well-ordered surface char-
acterized by a sharp LEED pattern.

After cleaning in HC104, annealing in a
H2 flame, and cooling in an I2-N2 carrier gas
stream, a regular terrace structure was ob-
served on the Pt(l 1) surface that improved
upon repeated applications of the proce-
dure. The average terrace width was -40
nm. On some regions of the crystal terraces
up to 600 nm wide were imaged. The
terrace length observed varied from 200 nm
up to our 600-nm limited field of view.
Measurements from several terrace images
revealed a wide variation in step height,
from single atom steps up to ten-atom steps.
Other methods of surface preparation yield-
ed very different terrace structures, generally
with smaller terraces in the range of 6 to 20
nm.
We found it quite easy to obtain atomic

resolution images of the iodine adlattices
atop the Pt(111) surface using freshly
etched tungsten tunneling probes. The
atomic structure on top of narrow terraces
(<15 nm) was difficult to image and was
observed only fleetingly because of the non-
ideal structure of the tunneling probe tip.
Imaging was more stable on top of wide
terraces. The atomic structure on top of 40-
nm or larger terraces was easy to image, with
the majority of tungsten tunneling probe
tips yielding high-resolution images.

In Fig. 1, A and B, two 3.6-nm topview
images of the iodine-dosed surface are
shown. No signal processing has been ap-
plied to either of these images. The images
are uncorrected for thermal drift. Both im-
ages clearly show a repeating rhombic unit
cell. The unit cell parameters measured from
the images (a = 0.715 + 0.03 nm, a =
600 + 50, and 6 = 160) are close to those
expected for a (V'7 x \F7) unit cell (a =

0.735 nm, a = 600, and 6 = 19.10). Exami-
nation of several images taken a few seconds
apart indicated that the discrepancy in the
unit cell parameters was caused by thermal
drift. Large defect-free regions of the \/7
structure (at least 50 nm by 50 nm) were
observed on the surface. Interestingly, dur-
ing the 4 months we spent imaging the
iodine-dosed Pt(l1) surfaces, we never ob-
served a boundary between the two possible
domains ofthe (V7' x \7/)R19.10 unit cell.
Although both domains were observed, they
were always on different terraces.
The measured vertical corrugations ob-

served for the (V'7 x \/7) unit cell varied
considerably with the bias voltage and set
point current used to acquire these images in
the constant height mode (21). Calibrated
vertical corrugations could be obtained from
images acquired in the constant current
mode (2); however, we have not yet ob-
tained high-resolution, low noise images of
this unit cell with that mode of microscope
operation.
The differences between Fig. 1, A and B,

illustrate the importance of exploring the
operational parameter space of the STM.
The image in Fig. 1B, taken at a set point
current of20.1 nA, shows three peaks corre-
sponding to the three iodine atoms expected
in the (V7' x \7/) unit cell at coordinates
(0,0), (1/3, 1/3), and (2/3, 2/3). However,
images acquired at lower set point currents
or higher bias voltages do not show all of
the atoms in the unit cell, the image in Fig.
1A being one such example in which only
the atom at coordinate (0,0) is clearly seen,
with only a hint ofan atom at (1/3, 1/3) and
no evidence for the atom at (2/3, 2/3).

In Fig. 1C a height-shaded, three-dimen-
sional surface plot of the data in Fig. 1B is
presented after it has been digitally filtered

to remove spacial frequencies below 0.25
nm. The view point is 300 off the surface
normal. This presentation ofthe data clearly
reveals the apparent height differences be-
tween the three peaks in the unit cell, which
suggests two possibilities for the registration
of the iodine adlattice with the Pt(l11)
substrate:

1) Ifwe assume that the apparent height
differences in the image reflect true topo-
graphic features of the structure, then one
must register the hexagonal iodine lattice
with the Pt substrate such that all of the
iodine atoms occupy asymmetric sites.

2) Ifwe assume that the apparent height
differences are partially caused by differences
in tunneling probability resulting from io-
dine-substrate bonding effects, then a struc-
ture in which all of the iodine atoms fall at
high symmetry sites is possible.

Considering the second possiblity further:
If the iodine atom at (0,0) is located atop a
Pt atom, then the other two iodine atoms in
the unit cell would be located at threefold
hollow sites. The structure of the iodine
adlattice would then conform to that pro-
posed by Felter (16). In this structure, only
one of the threefold sites occupied by an
iodine atom is located above a second-layer
Pt atom. The apparent height difference
between the two iodine atoms in threefold
sites can then be explained as an electronic
effect due to the second layer of Pt atoms
below the surface. Thus the tunneling prob-
ability above an iodine atom could be low-
ered by donation of electron density to the
substrate when located directly above a sec-
ond-layer Pt atom. Additional tunneling
spectroscopic experiments and theoretical
calculations of the local electronic structure
are required to confirm this interpretation of
the (V7' x F7)R19.10 images.

Fig. 1. Two 3.6-nm images of the Pt(111)-(V'7 x \/<)R19.1V-I adlattice.
Image (A) was recorded with a tip bias V, = 2.7 mV and a tunnel current
i, = 5.4 nA, whereas image (B) was recorded with V, = 2.1 mV and
i, = 20.7 nA. (C) A three-dimensional, height-shaded surface plot of the

same image data as in (B). The viewpoint is 300 off of the surface normal.
The data have been filtered in order to remove spatial frequencies below 0.25
nm.
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At an iodine coverage of 0.44, the iodine
is expected to form a (3 x 3) unit cell (18-
20). We found that, by cooling the annealed
Pt crystal only 2 mm from the iodine crystals
in the dosing cell, the surface was predomi-
nately covered by (3 x 3) unit cells of two
types that we call (3 x 3)-l and (3 x 3)-2.
In Fig. 2 we present images for both
(3 x 3) structures. A 3.6-nm topview image
of (3 x 3)-l that was digitally filtered to
remove spacial frequencies below 0.25 nm is
shown in Fig. 2A. The same data is present-
ed in Fig. 2B in a height-shaded, three-
dimensional surface plot. Prior to filtering,
the data was comparable in quality to that
presented in Fig. 1. The four peaks in the
unit cell at coordinates (0,0), (1/2, 0), (0, 1/
2), and (1/2, 1/2), and their relative height
differences can be explained only by one
iodine atom adsorbed at an atop site and
three atoms at twofold sites on the Pt sur-
face. Such a structure exactly corresponds to
that proposed by Katakaru et al. based on
the unit cell determined from LEED and the

iodine coverage determined electrochemi-
cally (18).
As stated above, two different (3 x 3)

unit cell structures were observed. A top-
view image and a height-shaded surface plot
ofthe (3 x 3)-2 structure are shown in Fig.
2, C and D. The iodine atoms in the struc-
ture that corresponds to Fig. 2C do not
form a regular hexagonal lattice as in the
(3 x 3)-l structure (Fig. 2, A and B). We
have not precisely determined the registry of
the (3 x 3)-2 unit cell with the Pt sub-
strate; however, examination of images that
contain domain boundaries between (3 x
3)-l and (3 x 3)-2 unit cells should allow
the assignment of the registry of the (3 x
3)-2 structure.
An interesting defect appears in the im-

ages of the (3 x 3)-l adlattice (Fig. 2, A
and B). Initial analysis points to the defect
being related to the structure of the
(3 x 3)-2 unit cell (Fig. 2, C and D). In the
defect, iodine atoms normally bonded to
twofold sites are shifted a few tenths of an

Fig. 2. Images of the Pt(111)-(3 x 3)-I adlattice. Image (A) was recorded with V, =2.1 mV and
i, = 20.7 nA. The data has been filtered in order to remove spatial frequencies below 0.25 nm. Image
(B) is a three-dimensional, height-shaded, surface plot of the same image data as in (A). The viewpoint
is 30°C off of the surface normal. (C) Topview image of an alternate Pt(111)-(3 x 3)-I structure. The
image was recorded with V, = 5.8 mV and i, = 17.1 nA. The image data have been filtered in order to
remove spatial frequencies below 0.25 nm. (D) A height-shaded surface plot of the data in (C).

angstrom. The driving force for the rear-
rangement appears to be bonding of a for-
mally twofold site iodine atom to a threefold
site with other iodine atoms shifting into
asymmetric sites to accommodate this
change.
The two (3 x 3) structures were found in

approximately equal proportion over the
surface. We did not sense any preference for
the iodine adlattice to form either ofthe two
observed structures, nor could we find a
variation of the dosing procedure that creat-
ed predominately one of the two structures.
The observation of two (3 x 3) unit cell

structures was unexpected on the basis of
previous LEED and electrochemistry stud-
ies of this system. This study is a graphic
illustration ofthe value of real space imaging
provided by the STM. Although a complete
discussion of the structure that best fits the
image of the asymmetric (3 x 3)-2 unit cell
cannot be presented in this report, it is clear
that I-I interatomic repulsions compete with
I-Pt bonding forces to determine the adlat-
tice structure. This study provides a striking
example of the resolution that can be ob-
tained with an STM operating in air. The
STM can provide a suitable supplement to
the standard UHV techniques, in this case
providing much richer structural informa-
tion. The images we report are currently
being used as a benchmark against which the
resolution that can be obtained during the in
situ imaging of Pt electrode surfaces can be
measured.
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Uranium-Series Dated Authigenic Carbonates and
Acheulian Sites in Southern Egypt

B. J. SzABo, W. P. MCHUGH, G. G. SCHABER, C. V. HAYNES, JR.,
C. S. BREED

Field investigations in southern Egypt have yielded Acheulian artifacts in situ in
authigenic carbonate deposits (CaCO3-cemented alluvium) along the edges of now-
aggraded paleovalleys (Wadi Arid and Wadi Safsaf). Uranium-series dating of 25
carbonate samples from various localities as far apart as 70 kilometers indicates that
widespread carbonate deposition occurred about 45, 141 and 212 ka (thousand years

ago). Most of the carbonate appears to have been precipitated from groundwater,
which suggests that these three episodes of deposition may be related to late
Pleistocene humid climates that facilitated human settlement in this now hyperarid
region. Carbonate cements from sediments containing Acheulian artifacts provide a

minimum age of 212 ka for early occupation of the paleovalleys.

T HE AREA wESr OF THE NILE (FIG. 1)
is barren ofhuman occupation and is
one of the most arid regions on

earth. However, aggraded paleovalleys,
parts of ancient drainage systems, have been
identified recently through the use of space

shuttle imaging radar (SIR) (1, 2). During
subsequent field expeditions to investigate
the radar geology of these paleovalleys (2-
4), we discovered many Acheulian (lower
Paleolithic) sites both on the surface and
buried in alluvium along the edges of several
of these features. The sedimentary contexts
of the buried Acheulian sites indicate that
the groundwater table was shallow during
periods of Acheulian occupation. Extensive
carbonate (calcrete) was deposited by this
ground water, ultimately cementing the al-
luvial sand and gravel and some of the
artifacts. In this report, we present uranium-
series (U-series) dates of this authigenic
carbonate that provide a preliminary basis

B. J. Szabo, U.S. Geological Survey, Box 25046, Mail
Stop 963, Denver, CO 80225.
W. P. McHugh, EPIX Incorporated; 571 Coal Street,
Wilkinsburg, PA 15221.
G. G. Schaber and C. S. Breed, U.S. Geological Survey,
2255 North Gemini Drive, Flagstaff, AZ 86001.
C. V. Haynes, Departnent of Anthropology, University
of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721.

for dating episodes of carbonate deposition,
pluvial climatic phases, and artifacts incor-
porated in the sediments relating to the
settlement of the area by early man.

Archeological sites, especially Holocene-
age Neolithic sites, are abundant along the
edges of the ancient valleys and in the
intervening interfluves (5); they provide evi-
dence of a long but discontinuous occupa-

tion of this region. Geoarchaeological evi-
dence indicates that there were several epi-
sodes of climatic and cultural change in the
region since the last stages ofvalley aggrada-
tion more than 0.2 million years ago (6).
We have studied two of the radar valleys

(wadis) in the heart of the hyperarid Eastern
Sahara (Fig. 1): Wadi Arid ("wide wadi,"
about 15 km wide, 100 km long, and 350
km west of Lake Nasser) and Wadi Safsaf
(including Bir Safsar, about 70 km northeast
of Wadi Arid). Seismic data indicate that
Wadi Arid is filled by several hundred me-

ters of sediment above bedrock (7). A series
of braided channels, possibly Holocene, is
inset into the large Safsaf valley (3). A
bedrock divide covered by sand sheet depos-
its is thought to separate Wadi Safsaf from
Wadi Arid (2, 6). The upper parts of the
valley fill of both Wadi Arid and Wadi Safsaf

consist of sand and small gravel alluvium
below a thin sand cover that is transparent
to the SIR sensor (1, 3).

In 10 of 36 backhoe trenches (BHTs)
along the southeast edge ofWadi Arid (Fig.
2) we found artifacts at depths of 1 to 3 m;

three BHTs yielded hand axes, the diagnos-
tic Acheulian artifact. Only one BHT in the
middle of the wadi yielded artifacts. Along
the northwest margin ofthe wadi, the upper
part of the valley fill has been eroded away

exposing a strongly carbonate-cemented ter-
race (Fig. 2) on which several Acheulian
sites were found. Test pits dug in this terrace
(site 84F21-7) yielded handaxes and other
artifacts at shallow depths (to 50 cm), in-
cluding four large middle Acheulian hand
axes from a loose, noncemented sheetwash
deposit (8).
Backhoe excavations in Wadi Safsaf al-

lowed the determination of the features in
the filled inset channels and the valley fill (3)
that were responsible for the SIR images,
but they yielded no artifacts from strata that
could be dated accurately. In addition to the
many Neolithic sites among the braided
channels, we found few middle Paleolithic
sites in the area and some extensive Acheuli-
an sites around the perimeter of Bir Safsaf
(6, 8) and in a depression south of Wadi
Safsaf. Brief investigation of one of these
sites southeast of Bir Safsaf yielded two late
Acheulian (6, 8) hand axes in situ in a loose,
carbonate-impregnated sandy matrix.
The bedrock bordering Wadi Arid and

Wadi Safsaf is mostly quartzitic sandstone
that contains no calcium carbonate (9). The
source of the calcium in the secondary cal-
cite may be airbome dust that was transport-
ed from the Eocene limestone plateau north-
east of the radar valleys (Fig. 1). The pro-
cesses involved in the carbonate cementation
of the valley fill are not yet clear. McCauley
et al. (2) and Haynes (10) have concluded
that most secondary carbonate deposits (cal-
cretes, nodules, and carbonate cements in

Fig. 1. Map showing location ofpaleovalley study
areas and SIR groundtracks in southern Egypt.
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